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Wisdom Poems

Dr.K.V.RAGHUPATHI

I

Rivers that compete for meaning with the ocean
do not know what the ocean is.
The ocean is simply what it is!
It knows nothing, except it is what it is
It is simply water, nothing else.
Water, water, water everywhere
Rivers can never compete for its meaning nor dry it.

II
As bees flit from flower to flower
I say, “I know not”.
As birds criss-cross in patterns
You say, “I know”.
As butterflies flip through
they say, “we are unsure”.
While you, they and I are louts
the moon dances in the dirty pond.

III
The bird flies, knows not wind
The fish swims, knows not water
The flower blooms, knows not light
The leaf falls, knows not root
You do everything while knowing
You know everything while doing.
The moon is hanging, not in water.
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IV
Samadhi is perfect balance
Deep involvement in action.
It is thinking and no action.
It is action, and no thinking.
The sun is shining, and not drinking.
The moon is reflecting, and not eating.
It is perfection in imperfect balance
It is imperfection in perfect balance.
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